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Emergency Appeal
Fifth progress report on UNRWA’s flash appeal
launched 4 October 2000, first emergency appeal
launched 8 November, and second emergency
appeal launched on 22 February 2001.

This report covers the period 1 October 2000 –
30 April 2001.

Background

The crisis in the Palestinian territories, which at the end of April
entered its 8th month, has generated an unprecedented economic
collapse in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.  That collapse has in turn
sharply driven down living standards for Palestinians.

In its report of January 2001, UNSCO estimated that by late
January 2001, 38% of the Palestinian labour force in the West Bank
and Gaza was unemployed. A poll conducted by the University of
Geneva in January 2001 was even grimmer: it showed that only
29% of all Palestinians were fully employed.  More recent survey
data captures the impact on family income.  According to a survey
conducted by the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics in March and April 2001, about
49% of households reported that they lost more than half of their usual income during the
first six months of the second intifada. According to the survey results, the average
income had decreased by 48% (from US$ 434 to US$ 217).  It is now estimated that more
than 81% of the Palestinians living in Gaza and 55% in the West Bank are living below
the poverty line (US$ 2.10 per person per day).

The second intifada is also characterised by severe border closures, internal movement
restrictions and the closing of international borders which, of course, affect mobility.  As
UNSCO noted in their report of January 2001, the short term and direct economic effects
of such policies are to reduce income to farmers, workers, merchants and business people
who cannot reach their places of employment or who are unable to obtain inputs and/or
sell their goods and services.  The University of Geneva poll found that that in January
2001, 84% of the respondents in Gaza refugee camps stated that lack of mobility
constituted a major problem. In the West Bank, this proportion amounts to 83%.

In addition to the severe economic and social effects of the recent crisis on Palestinian
society, the emotional and psychological well-being of the Palestinian public were also
negatively affected.  Many households have had to cope with the loss of a loved one or
the injury of a relative.  According to the University of Geneva survey, 24% of the
refugees interviewed have lost a relative, while 46% of the refugees have a relative who is
injured.  Some 18% of refugees have had family property damaged, while 14% have had
family trees uprooted.  More than 46% of refugee businesses suffered.

The crisis has also harshly affected children.  Over 70% of the respondents to the
University of Geneva survey stated that they noticed changes in their children’s
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behaviour.  A Birzeit University survey reveals, moreover, that the age group 5-14 years
is the most affected by the crisis in terms of manifesting psychological problems,
followed by children under 5 years.  Over 50% of the interviewed state that the children
in their households are suffering from sleeping disturbances.  Over 15% of the
respondents who noticed a change in the behaviour of their children said that children are
having difficulties in concentration.  The survey also indicated that refugee children seem
to have suffered more than non-refugee children have. Indeed, 80% of the refugee
respondents reported a change in children’s behaviour as a result of the crisis compared to
67% of the non-refugee respondents.  According to this survey, the place of residence
also had an impact on whether or not Palestinian children manifested behavioural
changes. Of all correspondents, 84% of Gaza refugee camp residents noticed a change in
behaviour in their children and 79% of West Bank refugee camp respondents.

After a series of consultations among all the relevant organisations of the UN system, it
became quite clear late last year that UNRWA was the appropriate Agency for delivery of
the bulk of humanitarian assistance to the affected refugee and other populations.  It was
realised that the emergency in the occupied territories was unlike others around the world,
in that the UN system had a very elaborate infrastructure for humanitarian assistance
already fully deployed in the area of operations.  There was therefore no need to build and
deploy a new infrastructure.  UNRWA was expected to carry the main burden for the
emergency humanitarian programme.

The quick and generous response of the donors to UNRWA’s flash and two emergency
appeals has been very encouraging and is a vote of confidence in the Agency’s capacity to
respond adequately to the emergency.  UNRWA’s first emergency appeal for US$39.2
million was fully funded, and the Agency is encouraged by the level of pledges to the
second US$ 37.2 million appeal.  It is UNRWA’s hope that the remaining amount of US$
14.6 million for the second appeal will be covered in the near future.

Regarding the implementation of the first two appeals, it should be noted that the first
appeal had to respond to immediate needs for food and also included a cash element to
provide funds to needy families for vital expenditures including food and rent.  In the
second appeal period, UNRWA has introduced elements that contribute to some extent to
longer term interests of the economy.  These are employment creation projects that will
also make a modest contribution to building the capital base of the economy and help
circulate funds. Measured as a proportion of funds allocated for the programmes vs. the
funds received, the overall implementation rate was 85% by 1 May.  Of this, the
implementation rate for the programme in the West Bank was 88%, and in Gaza 83%.

In the two separate surveys conducted by the University of Geneva and the Palestinian
Central Bureau of Statistics, UNRWA was identified as the main single source of
emergency humanitarian assistance (45%) under the current crisis, followed by the PA
(17%).  Regarding the satisfaction, 60% of the respondents said they were very satisfied or
satisfied with the services provided by UNRWA.  Furthermore, concerning the frequency
of providing the assistance for households, UNRWA occupied the highest rank which was
about 60.4%, followed by the PA by 17.8%

In implementing the emergency programmes, UNRWA has also sought to ensure that its
activities complement and supplement the programmes of the other UN Agencies and
programmes.   It has therefore coordinated with UNDP, the World Bank, the PA Ministry
of Local Government, USAID and NGOs in the context of the job creation programme, as
well as with UNICEF, WHO, UNFPA, PA Ministry of Health and local and international
NGOs in context of health issues.  On several educational issues, co-ordination has been
undertaken with the PA Ministry of Education.  The Sectoral Working Groups, which
include donor countries, (e.g. Sweden as shepherd and UNDP as Secretariat for the job
creation SWG) have greatly facilitated this process of coordination for the Emergency
Programme.

UNRWA is already considering the shape of a third appeal for the period beyond June.
Without attempting to make precise predictions about the immediate future, the negative
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effects of the conditions of strife on the Palestinian economy are such that the Agency is
working on the assumption that emergency assistance will continue to be needed at least
until the end of the year and later, even if conditions of peace arrive sooner.  UNRWA is
therefore planning on a June to December basis for the next appeal and a figure in the
vicinity of US$ 80 million is envisaged.

Emergency employment creation

• The first appeal drafted in November 2000 included three
modalities of employment generation:

- Direct employment;
- Community works;
- Employment through contracting construction projects.

• By 30 April 2001, UNRWA had created a total of 192,373 job
opportunity days in Gaza under the temporary short-term
employment and the head start (graduate training) elements,
representing about 44.3% of the 433,914 job opportunity days envisaged to be
created in Gaza under these two elements during the period from 1 December 2000 to
31 May 2001.  A major reason for the remaining large percentage is that actual
awarding of contracts began in January 2001.  Owing to the previous lack of
construction materials on the local market, no jobs have yet been created under the
third element relating to the creation of employment opportunities through the
private-sector.  See “Obstacles Encountered”.

• The 3,119 persons hired in Gaza by UNRWA since the emergency employment
creation programme started in January 2001 support a total of 20,323 dependants,
26% of whom are females.  At the end of April 2001, there was a total of 1,669 active
contracts.  The other 1,450 persons were recruited for a maximum period of three
months, and are replaced with new recruits.  The 3,119 persons hired under the
programme since it started were assigned to the various departments within the
Agency’s Field Office and Headquarters in Gaza as follows:

Gaza: Temporary Short-term Employment

- Procurement and Logistics Department:

4 clerks, 387 food packing and distribution labourers and 3 Assistant Head
Storekeepers.

- Administration Department:

4 lawyers, 1 personnel assistant, 16 clerks and 4 data-entry clerks, 3 senior clerks to
monitor labourers hired under the scheme in their places of work and report back to
Administration, 9 cleaning labourers, 2 messengers, 476 guards at schools and other
UNRWA installations and 2 gardeners.

- Relief and Social Services Department:

33 clerks, 47 social workers, 157 instructors in different trades at community-based
centres in the refugee camps, including women programme centres, youth activities
centres, community rehabilitation centres and the Rehabilitation Centre for the
Visually Impaired, 19 cleaners, 2 registration supervisors and 1 secretary.

- Technical Department:

3 civil engineers, 6 electrical engineers, 16 site engineers, 3 architects/planners, 5
technical assistants, 6 construction foremen, 7 clerks, 5 blacksmiths, 6 electricians, 7
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plumbers, 6 builders and shutters, 8 plasterers and tilers, 10 carpenters, 8 painters and
17 labourers.

- Health Department:

15 medical officers, 1 obstetrician/gynaecologist, 14 dentists, 1 ophthalmologist, 11
physiotherapists, 1 pharmacist, 15 assistant pharmacists, 8 staff nurses, 13 practical
nurses, 18 lab technicians, 17 clerks and 5 cleaners.

- Special Environmental Health Department:

8 engineers, 10 surveyors, 1 quantity surveyor, 14 assistant surveyors, 537 sanitation
labourers, 53 sanitation foremen, 8 sanitation supervisors and inspectors, 4 secretaries
and 6 building labourers.

- Education Department:

5 education supervisors, 337 teachers, 349 school cleaners and 6 clerks.

- Microfinance and Microenterprise Department:

3 cleaners.

- Finance Department:

7 clerks.

- Headquarters, Gaza:

2 secretaries, 1 clerk, 2 drivers, 3 security guards, 5 cleaners and 2 messengers.

Gaza: Head Start (Graduate Training)

- 20 persons at Relief and Social Services, 47 Technical, 49 Health, 11 Special
Environmental Health, 211 Education, 14 Microfinance and Microenterprise and 2
Administration.

• By the end of April, the following activities had also been carried out under the
Emergency Employment Creation scheme in Gaza:

- Procurement of equipment, including computers, printers and UPS units, required for
the operations of the Administration Unit overseeing the implementation of the
scheme was completed.

- All items of tools and supplies required for the additional sanitation activities covered
under the emergency appeals were procured and received.

- All items of tools, furniture and stationery required for the implementation of the
works relating to the pavement of sandy alleyways, with block-pavers, in the Jabalia
and Beach refugee camps were procured and received.  Contracts for hiring of the
required equipment and for the manufacturing of block-pavers were awarded and a
contract for the procurement of base-course and aggregates is under signature.
Commencement of the actual work is scheduled for mid May.  In addition, the survey
and design work relating to the pavement of sandy alleyways in Deir al-Balah camp
was begun.

- All items of materials and equipment required for carrying out urgently needed
maintenance works at various UNRWA installations in the Gaza Strip were procured
and received.  About 95% of the actual work was completed.
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- 112 shelters (out of 130 shelters) have already been identified for reconstruction
under the Emergency Employment Creation Scheme.  Design and drawings were
completed for 93 of them and 50 of the 93 shelters were tendered.

- Ten tenders for the maintenance of 25 toilet units (out of 50 units) have been issued
and five of them, covering 18 units, are in the awarding stage.  Tenders for the
remaining 25 toilet units are under preparation and will be issued soon.

- Design and drawings relating to the construction of 22 classrooms at three Agency
schools (out of 63 classrooms at 11 schools) were completed and the tender
documents are under preparation.  Design of the remaining classrooms is underway.

- Approximately 20% of the work relating to the construction of a toilet unit at the
Agency’s warehouse near the old Gaza airport by the eastern border with Israel were
completed.

• In the West Bank, UNRWA has hired casual workers to carry on community works
that were not covered any more by the Agency due to its financial difficulties. As
many as 84 sanitation workers and health workers are presently employed, guards
and attendants have been posted in most of the Agency premises where valuable
goods and commodities are being stored. Additional teachers living within the areas
of the schools concerned are on standby to replace regular teachers who are denied
access to their working place whenever the need occurs; 134 additional teachers were
hired.

• In total, UNRWA has hired 446 casual emergency employees in the West Bank in
addition to those employed directly for the appeal implementation.

• The community approach mobilises the community by means of memoranda of
understanding (MOU) with camp committees to repair camp pathways and drains,
whereby committees hire labour and buy materials under UNRWA's supervision. At
the end of April 2001,  19 MOUs had been signed, whereby committees have hired
unemployed refugees labourers that support big families (above 6 persons) or those
who have lost all source of income.

• Works executed in the West Bank represent at the end of April some 9,000 job
opportunity days and have resulted in the construction of 7,800 square metre soft
roadside addition to 40,500 square metres of pathways and 5,850 meters of drains.

• Some 22 two contracts for maintenance works have been awarded for various
maintenance works at 27 schools in the West Bank (8 in Jerusalem, 12 in Nablus and
7 in Heron Areas); and works have already been completed for 14 of them. In
addition, contracts have been issued for the maintenance of 8 health centres, one
health point and one warehouse.  Finally, 10 recreational areas in camps have been
contracted and works are expected to start soon.

Emergency food aid

• The food distribution operation started in Gaza on 10 January 2001.
Until 31 March   2001, 365,849 rations - representing 96% of the
total number of rations envisaged to be distributed under the first
emergency appeal - had been distributed to a total number of
123,845 families in Gaza: 114,430 refugees (90% of the target
number of refugee families), 8,842 refugee women married to non-
refugees and 573 non-refugees.  On more than one occasion, the
Agency distributed food to refugees and non-refugees residing in
areas placed under siege in Gaza.  Distribution of food under the
Second Appeal started in Gaza on 8 April 2001 and by 30 April, a
total of 86,372 families had received their rations.
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• Similarly in the West Bank, the emergency food aid assistance has provided the most
affected families with basic food commodities and a cash food subsidy to help them
to meet part of their basic food needs. During the duration of the first emergency
appeal (December 2000 – February 2001), assistance has reached more than 90,000
families in the West Bank.  The second appeal (March – May 2001) covers food
assistance for 60,000 families during a 2-month period.  At the end of April, 28,600
affected families had received food aid in the West Bank as part of the second appeal.

• In addition to the above, UNRWA received an in-kind contribution from the
Egyptian Red Crescent Society, consisting of 1000 sacks of rice and 481 sacks of
flour for distribution in Gaza.  Out of these quantities, 497 refugee families, with 10
to 12 members, received one sack of rice each and 241 families, with more than 12
members, received one sack of rice and one sack of flour each.  The remaining
amount will be distributed in May to refugees of Al-Mawasi area, which has been
placed under strict siege, and large refugee families in Bureij Camp.

• In the West Bank, 14,500 families were also provided with food parcels in November
and December of 2000 at the time of implementing the flash appeal.

Selective cash assistance for families in extreme crisis

• At the end of April 2001, UNRWA had issued US$ 789,564 in
cash to 2,258 families in Gaza, at an overall average of US$
350, as follows:

- US$ 86,939 to 129 families who have lost their breadwinner at
an average of US$ 674;

- US$ 123,511 to 464 families whose breadwinners sustained
serious injuries at an average of US$ 266;

- US$ 372,550 as relocation fees to 961 families who were forced to vacate their
homes as a result of the Israeli shelling or bulldozing of their areas of residence at an
average of US$ 388;

- US$ 206,564 to 704 families with pressing emergency-related cash requirements,
such as utility payments, which they could not afford otherwise at an average of US$
293.

• In the West Bank, cash assistance was provided on a selective basis to distressed
families who lacked disposable income due to the loss of the main income earner or
source of income as the result of the current situation.  About 8,800 affected and poor
families received cash assistance to help them cover urgent expenditures for
additional medical care and transport for an injured family member, funeral
expenses, replacement of destroyed household effects or uprooted trees and other
expenditures.
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Shelter rehabilitation

• By the end of April 2001, UNRWA had identified 298 shelters in Gaza
for urgent repair/reconstruction.  Because of the persistent security
threats in the areas where these shelters are located, actual work has
not yet been possible.  See “Obstacles Encountered”.

• Out of 1,650 blankets and 950 mattresses procured from the local
market to meet urgent demand, 683 blankets were distributed to 140
families, and 329 mattresses to 85 families whose shelters had been
demolished as a result of shelling or bulldozing.  Out of 79,500
additional blankets procured from the international market, 48,990
have arrived at Ashdod Port in Israel.  Their delivery to Gaza is expected to take
place during the second week of May 2001.

• In the West Bank, UNRWA has provided a total of US$ 163,000 to repair 763
shelters.  An additional US$ 120,000 has been reserved to repair an additional 200
shelters.  In addition, 20,000 blankets were procured.  The procurement of 400 tents
and 100 kitchen sets is also underway.

Post-injury physical rehabilitation

• In Gaza, wheelchairs for 375 persons who
became disabled as a result of the current crisis
are being procured.  UNRWA has transferred 28
newly disabled persons to the Artificial Limbs
and Polio Centre in Gaza to obtain the prosthetic
devices they require at the expense of the
Agency.

• In the West Bank, UNRWA initially identified
625 cases of injured refugees who sustained
disabilities as the result of the current situation.  On initial screening, about 400 of
them had permanent disabilities and 225 temporary ones.  480 cases were referred for
specialist assessment out of whom about 200 completed the assessment process and
were recommended for an integrated package of rehabilitation services.  In addition,
several hundred disabled refugees were identified to have been seriously affected by
the current situation; they were unable to get needed rehabilitation services for lack
of resources due to the worsening socio-economic conditions.

Rehabilitation services in the West Bank included:

• Modification of homes: 152 disabled persons were assisted with the modification of
their shelters, including modifying bathrooms, entrances, doorsteps, kitchens, etc.
The assistance facilitated the accessibility problems for the target group within their
homes, enhanced their self reliance and relieved their families from a heavy burden
of taking care of them at the expense of other family and individual essential work.
An additional 65 cases were still under appraisal for assistance.

• Provision of prosthetic devices: 128 disabled persons were assisted with wheel
chairs, crutches and walkers to facilitate their mobility.  An additional 40 cases are
still under review before assistance may be granted.  Furthermore, 335 wheel chairs
and 276 walkers for use through an existing loan system by temporarily disabled
persons were in the final stages of procurement.  The assistance enabled disabled
persons to move more freely, and access facilities and services inside and outside
their homes, enhancing their self-reliance and self-esteem.

• Counselling, training and awareness raising: 165 disabled benefited from group
counselling sessions which focussed on mechanisms of how to live a meaningful life
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as handicapped persons.  More than 600 mothers of disabled persons attended
training workshops aimed at equipping them with basic skills of how to deal and
cope with the new disability situations in their homes.  Recreational and awareness
activities involved about 5,500 persons (the disabled, their families and other
community groups) with the objective of developing positive attitudes towards the
disabled and to enhance their acceptance in their families and the local community,
securing a smooth socio-economic integration to the greatest extent possible.

• Vocational Rehabilitation and Guidance: Six disabled refugees were referred to
vocational assessment and rehabilitation to enable them to restore their feeling of
being productive members in their families and community and enhance their self
reliance.

Health

By the end of April 2001, the following emergency-related
medical activities had been carried out in Gaza:

• 1,143 persons injured during clashes were provided with
first-aid care at UNRWA’s health centres or mobile clinics
in Gaza, or transported to a hospital by UNRWA’s
ambulances.

• A total of 340 persons with various types of permanent
disability resulting from injuries sustained during recent
clashes reported to the Agency’s Health Centres in Gaza for special care, including
physical rehabilitation, prosthetic devices and cash assistance.  Of them, 283 have
received physiotherapy treatment at the Agency’s health centres.

• All ordered quantities of medical supplies under the flash and the first emergency
Appeals, including drugs (mainly analgesics and antibiotics) and surgical, first aid
and dressing supplies, were received and distributed to UNRWA’s health centres.

• Similarly, all items of equipment ordered under the two emergency appeals, including
13 sterilisers, 182 stethoscopes, 182 sphygmomanometers, 6 fetal heart detectors, 2
ECG machines and 5 wheel stretchers, were received and distributed to the Agency’s
health centres.

• A purchase order covering three ambulances was raised and their delivery to Gaza is
expected to take place shortly.  Procurement of equipment and supplies required for
these ambulances is underway.

• Renovation and alteration works at the Agency’s health centre in Rafah to enable
accommodating the new X-ray machine, procured under the Appeal, were completed.
Owing to border restrictions, transporting of the machine from the Agency’s Field
office in Jerusalem to Gaza has not yet been possible.  See "Obstacles Encountered."

• In the West Bank, some 100 health workers have been recruited temporarily to meet
the additional demands on health centres, to assist in covering extended working
hours, to replace health personnel who are unable to reach their duty stations due to
closures and restrictions on movement and to compensate overtime costs for entitled
staff. This has resulted in some 5,000 hours of compensated extra- work.

• Emergency equipment for health centres, including vehicles and ambulances have
been distributed.  The ambulances and medical buses will be used to evacuate
casualties/patients to hospitals, and will also be used to transport staff to the clinics
where transportation facilities are very difficult.
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• Indicators show an increase in the consumption of drugs between 30%-40% in the
West Bank as a result of the current crisis.  As a result, UNRWA’s health centres
have been provided with additional stocks.

• UNRWA has also established an outreach emergency health programme in the West
Bank, using 6 mobile clinics to provide health services to Palestinian communities,
both refugee and non-refugee, which became isolated completely after the imposition
of strict sieges. By the end of April 2001, around 55,000 people had benefited from
these services. The services provided by these mobile clinics are being co-ordinated
with the Union of Palestinian Medical Relief Committees, The Union of Health
Work Committees, the Medical Relief Society and others.  All indicators show that
the need for such services will continue, especially under the current plans to
implement "catch up" immunisation and other preventive services. Four additional
minibuses have been procured and will be delivered to UNRWA in due course.

• UNRWA’s Qalqilia Hospital in the West Bank has been put on alert; since the start
of the second intifada, services were rendered to hundreds of cases.  Staff was on
round the clock standby and additional staff were hired and/or seconded from
available providers to ensure readiness for major interventions around the clock.
Additional equipment has been ordered.

• The internal closures in the West Bank have interrupted the hospitalisation system
and brought about an additional burden on UNRWA. Patients from West Bank were
not able to reach Jerusalem, resulting hospitalisations to Jerusalem hospitals dropping
by 32% during the past 6 months.  However, the average stays has increased by 5%.
In contrast patients seeking individual reimbursement or hospitalisations in non-
contracted hospitals has increased by 27%, especially in Hebron and Jenin Areas.
Furthermore, It was observed that around 22-29% of hospitalised cases are not in a
position to participate in the co-payment schemes in contrast to 2-3% before the start
of the second intifada.

• St. John, the only ophthalmic hospital available in the West Bank, reported a drop in
outpatient services by 31%. Non-refugee population seeking services at Qalqilia
hospital has increased by 15%.  Due to the closure of Qalqilia, the number of
deliveries at Nablus hospitals has increased by 184% during the last 6 months which
placed an additional financial burden on UNRWA. New demands have emerged. For
instance, the strict siege on villages and cities has prevented patients from reaching
contracted hospitals and obliged them to utilise the services of non-contracted
hospitals.  In addition, casualties requiring hospital care and surgical interventions
such as neurosurgeries and orthopaedic surgeries have constituted an additional
burden on health services and financial resources.

• The prolonged critical situation continued to have an adverse effect on the
psychological health of children, youths, and women, especially those exposed to
bloodshed, shooting and killing.  UNRWA therefore piloted a project for
Psychological Well-Being in the West Bank. In January 2001, a full-fledged
programme took off, six contracts with local NGOs have been concluded and
towards the end of April 2001, a total of 9 referral and counselling centres are
available and providing services in the West Bank. Some 35 educational and 22
health and social counsellors and community mental health workers have been
recruited. These new recruits received a training of trainers’ course to enable them to
train other community activists, health personnel and teachers. Several publications
including educational materials have been planned for production and reprinting
under the project. Some 20,000 copies of the “Simple Guide under Crisis” were
produced and distributed to refugee camps, to be used by community members. The
training curriculum has been drafted and another two publications dealing with
children under crisis have been produced. Several activities including group
counselling and recreational activities have been provided in all camps in the West
Bank.  These activities will be expanded during the next 2-3 months.
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Emergency compensatory education

• The prolonged crisis situation continues to have an
adverse effect on the psychological health of children,
especially those exposed to shooting, shelling and
killing. According to various reports, children under
the age of 18 constituted over one third of the
causalities. A total of 3 deaths and over 110 injuries
were recorded in UNRWA schools in the West Bank.
Aside from the interruption in their school education
and the severe limitation placed on their activities,
these children hear and see firsthand the bloodshed,
watch pictures of children being killed and injured.
Many of these children take part in these confrontations without fully grasping the
mortal danger they find themselves in.

• In accordance with the activities listed in the first appeal, UNRWA has begun
initiating activities to promote psychological well being as well as crisis intervention
for schools. In order to cover all 95 UNRWA schools in the West Bank and to avoid
interruptions due to closures, schools located in the same area were grouped together.
As a result, 32 counsellors were appointed. A circular was sent to all schools
introducing the counselling programme as well as the role of the counsellors in the
school. The 32 counsellors were subjected to two training courses: a one-day
orientation course and a 8-day Crisis Intervention course conducted by contracted
NGOs specialised in this field. In addition, the already existing 4 school counsellors,
the School Supervisor (Guidance and Counselling) and two Student Counsellors from
the Training Centres received six-day residential training on Trauma Psychology
conducted by NORDPAS/Norway.

• The psychological programme is scheduled through the end of June 2001. It will also
be replicated for Gaza.  However, the negative psychological effects of the current
violence are both short-term and long-term. With such an effective and successful
programme, and in order to safeguard the mental health of the children, UNRWA is
considering extending this programme for an additional six months.

• The unified examinations conducted by UNRWA’s Education Department at the end
of the first term showed a very low achievement. In Arabic Language, the percentage
of success reached 38% while the Mathematics achievement reached 26% in various
grades. It is worth noting that pupils' achievement during the same period in the last
school year reached 71% in Arabic Language and 54% in Mathematics. Similar
achievement percentages were observed in the English Language and Science
subjects. It is obvious that pupils' achievement is deteriorating. Addressing this
problem requires identifying areas of weakness, constructing remedial plans and
activities, and appointing additional teachers to implement the remedial measures.

• In order to promote pupils' activities and to alleviate the stress and fears of the
children, and to distract their attention from the violence around them, activities were
piloted in the West Bank, including:

- 6 choirs;
- 26 drawing photography and painting workshops;
- 21 Theatrical performance;
- 7 singing, comics performance.

To ensure that children's health status will not be severely affected as a result of the
prevailing economic hardship, 1.8 kg of whole milk was distributed to every pupil in
all UNRWA schools in the West Bank (56,400 in total).  In addition, first aid kits and
emergency supplies were distributed to all UNRWA schools and the Training
Centres to enforce First Aid and security.
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• As the second emergency appeal is not fully funded yet, implementation of these
activities in Gaza will commence as soon as the required funds provided for under
the second appeal are made available by the donors.

Obstacles encountered

Since the current crisis began, Israeli-imposed restrictions have had a
negative impact on UNRWA’s regular and emergency operations in
Gaza. These include:

• By 30 April 2001, 30 ten-ton truckloads of supplies were being
held at UNRWA’s West Bank Field Office awaiting transport to
Gaza.  As a matter of principle, the Agency does not accept the
“back-to-back” procedure followed at the Karni checkpoint in
bringing its supplies from the West Bank, a procedure which is
costly and time consuming.

• The Agency was not able to begin the food distribution operation in the middle camps
until 17 January, one week behind schedule, due to the strict restrictions on
movement of people and goods between North and South.

• The Agency has been facing difficulties in transporting food commodities by Agency
trucks to distribution points as a result of the security measures imposed by the Israeli
soldiers at the checkpoint leading to Gush Qatif settlement, with an average delay of
2 hours per day.

• About 9% of the Agency’s teaching staff (4,720) experience difficulties or are
completely unable to reach their workplace each time Israeli soldiers impose mobility
restrictions.  Whenever a teacher is unable to reach school, his/her classes are
cancelled or joined with other classes.

• Despite the current crisis and the resulting disturbances in the educational process,
the attendance rate at the Agency’s schools in the Gaza Strip continues to be very
high (over 95%).  The rate slightly drops on days following severe clashes or
bombings because the children are afraid of being hurt.  The rate also drops on days
witnessing funerals of Palestinians killed by Israeli soldiers.

• The increasing economic deterioration resulting from the current crisis continues to
severely influence the Agency’s Micro-finance and Micro-enterprise programme.
Entering the second quarter of this year, the programme could barely cover its
overhead costs, which necessitates significant restructuring if it is to maintain self-
sufficiency and cost recovery.  By the first quarter of FY2001, the programme had
earned an income of US$ 333,269 against programme expenditures of US$ 329,656,
maintaining an unadjusted operational self-sufficiency rate of 101.10%.  If this trend
persists, the programme will be unable to cover its financial costs.

• No technical assessment or design or construction of the 298 shelters, which were
damaged during the current cycle of violence, has taken place mainly because the
areas where these shelters are located are still subjected to security threats.

• Construction projects undertaken by the Agency either by its Environmental Health
Programme Department or by the Technical Department within the framework of the
Emergency Employment Creation scheme, such as pavement of alleyways within the
refugee camps, have faced serious delays as a result of the shortages of construction
materials on the local market, such as base-course aggregates, gravel, etc.
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• Other projects falling under the Agency’s regular programmes, such as construction
of schools and classrooms and sewerage and drainage systems, have also been facing
major delays for the same reason.

• The main road to the Gaza landfill has been closed, making it difficult for the
Agency’s sanitation staff to dump garbage collected from some of the refugee camps.
As a result, garbage has to be dumped at alternative sites, for which UNRWA has to
pay.  The same difficulties obtain for disposal of medical supplies and equipment.

• Delivery of the following items of has not yet been delivered to the main Gaza landfill
site, and the Agency’s refuse trucks continued using an alternate dumping-site
identified by the Gaza Municipality.

Implementation progress to date

A table is attached with financial information detailing the funds allocated under each of
the emergency appeals, as well as a combined expenditure report up to 1 May 2001.

Updates

• UNRWA will issue monthly updates on the status of UNRWA’s emergency appeal.
The next update of this progress report, covering the 1-31 May 2001, will be issued
during the first week of June 2001.

Annexes

A. Pledges received towards UNRWA’s flash appeal and funds allocated as at 1 May
2001.

B. Pledges received towards UNRWA's first emergency appeal and funds allocated as at
1 May 2001.

C. Pledges received towards UNRWA's second emergency appeal and funds allocated
as at 1 May 2001.

D. Combined expenditure report (flash, first and second emergency appeal) as at 1 May
2001.



UNRWA'S EMERGENCY APPEAL FOR GAZA AND WEST BANK

A- FLASH APPEAL LAUNCHED ON 4 OCTOBER 2000 (as at 1 May 2001)
RECEIVED OUTSTANDING

DONOR IN-KIND

Local Currency US Dollar US Dollar US Dollar

AUSTRALIA AUD 250,000 130,375 130,375 0

BELGIUM BEF 1,500,000 34,168 34,168 0

CANADA CAD 150,000 98,656 98,656 0

DENMARK DKK 800,000 90,703 90,703 0

ECHO EUR 120,000 105,614 51,899 53,715

FINLAND FIM 500,000 74,734 74,734 0

FRANCE FRF 276,938 39,284 39,284 0

Supplies to Qalqilya hospital ($2,308) RECEIVED

21 Bullet proof jackets ($3,000) RECEIVED

Medical emergency kit ($8,102) RECEIVED

Equipment for Qalqilya Hospital ($558) RECEIVED

Supplies for Qalqilya Hospital ($554) RECEIVED

Supplies for Qalqilya Hospital ($1,809) RECEIVED

HOLY SEE (Pontif. Mis.) 5,000 5,000 0

IRELAND 100,000 100,000 0

JAPAN 85,050 85,050 0

LUXEMBOURG 105,000 105,000 0

NEW ZEALAND NZD 100,000 40,550 40,550 0

SAUDI ARABIA Medical supplies ($250,000) RECEIVED

SPAIN 19,967 19,967 0

SWEDEN SEK 1,000,000 99,404 99,404 0

SWITZERLAND 10,000 10,000 0

USA 300,000 300,000 0

AGFUND 50,000 50,000 0

CHILDREN INTERNATL. NIS 86,375 21,151 21,151 0

Food Baskets ($10,000) RECEIVED

RKK JPY 1,000,000 9,346 9,346 0

SPIMACO, SAUDI ARABIA Medical supplies ($12,505) RECEIVED

USAID (thru' CARE) In kind ($16,921) RECEIVED

TOTAL 1,419,002 305,757 1,365,287 53,715

TOTAL CONFIRMED  CASH & IN-KIND 1,724,759

CONFIRMED

CASH



B - FIRST EMERGENCY APPEAL LAUNCHED ON 8 NOVEMBER 2000 (as at 1 May 2001)

RECEIVED OUTSTANDING

DONOR IN-KIND

Local Currency US Dollar US Dollar US Dollar

BELGIUM BEF 10,000,000 227,213 227,213 0

CANADA CAD 600,000 397,323 397,323 0

DENMARK DKK 5,000,000 578,035 578,035 0

DENMARK, 2nd pledge DKK 3,000,000 373,599 373,599 0

ECHO EUR 4,300,000 3,931,684 3,161,765 769,919

ECHO, 2nd pledge EUR 10,000,000 9,143,451 7,352,941 1,790,510

GREECE 100,000 100,000

IRELAND IEP 150,000 165,510 165,510 0

ITALY ITL 3,000,000,000 1,387,084 1,387,084

NETHERLANDS NLG 34,710,000 13,624,004 13,624,004 0

NORWAY NOK 5,000,000 536,481 536,481 0

PECDAR/PWA 103,800 103,800 0

SPAIN ESP 77,451,039 424,201 424,201 0

SWEDEN SEK 2,000,000 208,333 208,333 0

SWITZERLAND 666,350 666,350 0

UNDP 46,172 46,172 0

UK GBP 5,000,000 7,142,857 7,142,857 0

USA 5,000,000 5,000,000 0

SUNDRY DONORS 1,804 1,804 0

HAND IN HAND APPEAL, SYRIA SYP 25,401,607 552,209 552,209 0

TOTAL 44,610,110 40,562,597 4,047,513

TOTAL CONFIRMED  CASH & IN-KIND 44,610,110

CONFIRMED

CASH



C - SECOND EMERGENCY APPEAL LAUNCHED IN FEBRUARY 2001 (as at 1 May 2001)

RECEIVED OUTSTANDING

DONOR IN-KIND

Local Currency US Dollar US Dollar US Dollar

AUSTRALIA AUD 500,000 254,712 254,712

CANADA CAD 500,000 318,471 318,471 0

DENMARK DKK 7,000,000 839,329 839,329

FINLAND FIM 4,000,000 602,284 602,284

ITALY ITL 1,500,000,000 693,542 693,542

UK GBP 3,000,000 4,347,826 4,347,826 0

USA 3,800,000 3,800,000

USAID 12,000,000 12,000,000

TOTAL 22,856,164 4,666,297 18,189,867

TOTAL CONFIRMED  CASH & IN-KIND 22,856,164

Notes:

             1- Outstanding amounts in local currency are converted to US Dollars at the May 2001 UN exchange rates.

             2- Excess of funds under the First Emergency Appeal are used for continued activities in the Second Emergency Appeal.

CONFIRMED

CASH



AllotmentAllotment ExpenditureExpenditure CommitmentCommitment Impl rateImpl rate AllotmentAllotment ExpenditureExpenditure CommitmentCommitment Impl rateImpl rate AllotmentAllotment ExpenditureExpenditure CommitmentCommitment Impl rateImpl rate

AA BB CC =(B+C)/A=(B+C)/A AA BB CC =(B+C)/A=(B+C)/A AA BB CC =(B+C)/A=(B+C)/A

1 Employment Creation 5,555,602     1,675,639       1,028,697        49% 1,391,899     1,110,695       208,944           95% 6,947,501     2,786,334       1,237,641        58%

2 Food Aid 13,564,519   12,720,802     9,966               94% 10,912,472   10,163,572     140,857           94% 24,476,991   22,884,374     150,823           94%

3 Selective Cash Assistance 918,418        737,458          71,500             88% 450,000        450,000          0 100% 1,368,418     1,187,458       71,500             92%

4 Physical Rehabilitation 200,000        50,000            150,000           100% 551,500        254,166          137,652           71% 751,500        304,166          287,652           79%

5 Medical Needs 849,331        737,304          112,027           100% 2,842,885     1,304,658       1,060,755        83% 3,692,216     2,041,962       1,172,782        87%

6 Compensatory Education 0 0 0 0% 451,000        302,447          64,988             81% 451,000        302,447          64,988             81%

7 Monitoring & Reporting Services 84,180          55,023            4,414               71% 128,000        87,796            0 69% 212,180        142,819          4,414               69%

8 Community Relief Operations 512,447        462,447          0 90% 2,086,356     966,739          323,118           62% 2,598,803     1,429,186       323,118           67%

9 Other Expenditures 97,508          70,731            0 73% 131,579        55,793            24,886             61% 229,087        126,524          0 55%

10 Programme Support Costs 851,486        851,486          0 100% 779,298        779,298          0 100% 1,630,784     1,630,784       0 100%

Grand TotalGrand Total 22,633,491  17,360,890    1,376,604       83% 19,724,989  15,475,164    1,961,200       88% 42,358,480  32,836,054    3,312,918       85%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Date:6/5/2001

UNRWA Emergency Appeal UNRWA Emergency Appeal 

Expenditure Report, as at 1 May 2001Expenditure Report, as at 1 May 2001
(Includes flash, first and second emergency appeal)(Includes flash, first and second emergency appeal)

US$US$

Includes compensatory education activities, and distance learning

Includes equipment for the OSO programme, and other emergency operations support

Budget Budget 
LineLine

Includes short-term employment creation, job experience programme, constructing drainage channels, constructing camp pathways, maintenance of schools and health centres, classroom construction, school construction, road repair and maintenance, 
shelter rehabilitation, warehouse shedding, and works by camp committees

GazaGaza W/BankW/Bank TotalTotal

Expenditure ItemExpenditure Item

Includes youth activities, phychological counceling, and vocational training implemented under the first emergency appeal

Includes expenditures at Gaza and Amman Headquarters, Gaza and West Bank Field Offices

Includes commodities (including packaging and distribution), and food subsidies

Includes prosthetic devices, modification of shelters, and post-injury social needs

Includes cash assistance for families in extreme crisis

Includes additional staffing cost for health centres, emergency hospitalisation, additional medical supplies and equipment, and mobile medical teams


